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IT operations, security teams and their leaders at financial institutions, 
healthcare organizations, government agencies, educational institutions, oil 
and gas companies, and many other industries, are challenged with assuring 
the security of their organizations massive volumes of data across on-prem, 
cloud and hybrid environments.

Organizations who wish to dramatically increase intelligence and visibility to 
identify sensitive and mission-critical data, and to track all data access and 
activity will benefit from using Netwrix with Qumulo.   With this joint solution, 
organizations can detect and respond to security threats faster and meet 
complex compliance regulations for files stored on Qumulo’s file data 
platform with Netwrix.

Qumulo File Data Platform

Qumulo is the leading file data platform that helps organizations easily store 
and manage petabytes of file data on-prem or in the cloud, with unrivaled 
freedom, control and real-time visibility.  In addition to providing built-in data 
protection, Qumulo provides a modern auditing feature which integrates with 
standard monitoring systems, like Netwrix, and tracks users by both their 
active directory user account and IP address. With auditing, organizations can 
track all data writes and modifications, and the system can scale to millions of 
operations per second with minimal performance impact. Further, all file 
changes can be tracked across all protocols including SMB, NFS, FTP, and API.

With a moderately busy cluster, it is possible for standard audit logging to 
generate over 2GB of data within 1 to 2 days. With this amount of data, it can 
become exceedingly difficult to parse through the logs to find the one event of 
interest. While Qumulo generates the audit logs, it does not parse, analyze, 
index or visualize the data contained in the logs, this is where Netwrix 
completes this solution.

Qumulo and Netwrix Visualization and Reports

There are no limits to the visualizations and reports that you can configure. 
Once the visualization panels are created, place them within any dashboard 
for live viewing and analyzing as data is collected.  It’s that simple!
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KEY SOLUTION BENEFITS
Reduce the risk of a data breach, detect 
security threats, prove compliance and 
increase IT team efficiency

● Easy to deploy, manage, and scale: 
on-prem, hybrid, or cloud

● Enterprise-level security and protection 
for all data

● Streamlines audit processes to achieve 
organizational goals faster

● Real-time visualization and reports 
dashboard

● Simple scalability to petabyte levels

Netwrix with Qumulo for 
Intelligent File Data Security

Netwrix Data Security Platform

Netwrix solutions help organizations reduce the risk of a data breach, detect 
security threats, prove compliance and increase IT team efficiency with it’s IT 
audit software.  Netwrix enables organizations to identify sensitive data on 
Qumulo files, to see who has access to it and track the activity around it. With 
that security intelligence, organizations can proactively reduce data 
overexposure and detect policy violations and suspicious user behavior, as 
they are more proactively preventing security breaches.

Generally these audit processes can be cumbersome and time consuming, 
however, Netwrix makes it easy to achieve organizational goals with less 
effort.  Netwrix consumes Qumulo’s streaming audit log to monitor and secure 
access to file data, enforce compliance, and generate compliance reports.

Qumulo and Netwrix Visualization and Reports
There are no limits to the visualizations and reports that you can configure. Once the visualization panels are created, place 
them within any dashboard for live viewing and analyzing as data is collected.  It’s that simple!
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About Netwrix

Netwrix makes data security easy thereby simplifying how professionals can control sensitive, regulated and business-critical 
data, regardless of where it resides. More than 10,000 organizations worldwide rely on Netwrix solutions to secure sensitive 
data, realize the full business value of enterprise content, pass compliance audits with less effort and expense, and increase the 
productivity of IT teams and knowledge workers. Founded in 2006, Netwrix has earned more than 150 industry awards and 
been named to both the Inc. 5000 and Deloitte Technology Fast 500 lists of the fastest growing companies in the U.S.  

www.netwrix.com

 
About Qumulo

Qumulo is the leading file data platform for multi-cloud environments, providing unrivaled freedom, control and real-time 
visibility for file data at massive scale. Fortune 500 companies, major film studios, and the largest research facilities in the 
world trust Qumulo to help them innovate with their mission-critical digital files. The Qumulo experience makes file data 
management simple with continuous new features, a single solution for all workloads, and access to customer success experts 
on your schedule. 

www.qumulo.com

Netwrix Data Security Platform

Netwrix solutions help organizations reduce the risk of a data breach, detect security threats, prove compliance and increase IT 
team efficiency with it’s IT audit software.  Netwrix enables organizations to identify sensitive data on Qumulo files, to see who 
has access to it and track the activity around it. With that security intelligence, organizations can proactively reduce data 
overexposure and detect policy violations and suspicious user behavior, as they are more proactively preventing security 
breaches.

Generally these audit processes can be cumbersome and time consuming, however, Netwrix makes it easy to achieve 
organizational goals with less effort.  Netwrix consumes Qumulo’s streaming audit log to monitor and secure access to file 
data, enforce compliance, and generate compliance reports.

Qumulo and Netwrix Visualization and Reports
There are no limits to the visualizations and reports that you can configure. Once the visualization panels are created, place 
them within any dashboard for live viewing and analyzing as data is collected.  It’s that simple!

http://www.netwrix.com
http://www.qumulo.com

